THE ODD BIT OF NEWS

- 360 degree photo support in Issue Tracker attachments
- Import/Export project settings
- New measurement tools: Point cloud optimizations and improvements
- Ability to add markups to 2D stamps
Millions are on the move in China, and Big Data is watching

More than 5 million people in China have now been banned from buying a high-speed rail ticket and 17 million stopped from buying air tickets because they appear on a social credit system black list.

Beijing: At Beijing’s high-speed railway station, there is confusion as city workers heading home for Spring Festival encounter a new machine where humans once checked tickets.

Hat off, scarf off, eyes ahead – despite the bitter winter chill, China’s facial recognition system 2.0 requires a clear image for its records. Passengers also put their national identity card in the machine.

Dubbed the world’s biggest human migration, Lunar New Year sees 400 million people across China travelling between January 21 and March 1.

Dai Shanhuan, deputy director of the Beijing Station, told the Beijing Evening News that a system in which multiple cameras simultaneously watch a face has improved the speed and accuracy of Facial Recognition 2.0, a major upgrade installed for the railway’s peak season.
Identifies the asset information components that are expected to be delivered in response to asset information requirements (AIR): models, documents and data.

It explains the basic concepts of digital information management (e.g. structured data) for those new to the subject, and seeks to dispel common misconceptions.

Focuses more on decision-making about the information required, rather than on providing detailed coverage about the information itself.
NATSPEC worked with Masterspec (New Zealand) to develop a BIM object standard.

The OBOS complements and aligns with the recently released NATSPEC BIM Properties Generator.
“NBS Chorus is the first intelligent, cloud based construction specification tool that links seamlessly to your BIM geometry model and the NBS BIM object Library using the NBS plugin. Australian specific content has been authored in Uniclass 2015 format to suit Australian Standards, the National Construction Code and local codes of practice.”
International Construction Measurement Coalition.

Seeking consultation for the second round.

A global cost management system for the construction industry.

UNICLASS FOR BEAN COUNTERS?
Design Automation puts the power of the Revit API at your fingertips in a Forge-based service.

e.g. create models automatically by entering parameters, validating specified design criteria and generating reports, and automatically modifying the model.

Create cloud-native applications that work with Revit data.